Freiburger Action Plan:
Citizen information and request of participation of informed
citizens with calls on our politicians!
Our EU is threatened to become an undemocratic and centralised empire.
The many thoughtful analyses in the media regarding the volatile situation of the EU, with all its
justified and founded criticisms on the growing transfer of governmental sovereignty to
Brussels and of tax money and guarantees to other states, is lacking the decisive element:
What is lacking, is a specific feasible action plan in order to push the power- and public opinion
elites in Germany to a clear direction change of this fatal policy towards the direction:
democracy and good neighbourhood in Europe.
What is lacking, is an action plan for the enforcement of inalienable EU-federalist principles:
-Compliance and Contractual Fidelity
-Decisions only based on Democratic Legitimacy,
-Subsidiarity Principle,
-Governmental Responsibility for Budget and Competitiveness,
-Preservation of the National Identity.
Instead, a majority of our elected politicians tries to convince us of the alleged ‘lack of any
alternative’ of their largely not democratically legitimised decisions in the direction of:
EU-centralism, transfer union, and community of liability by means of: ‘Euro-Rescue Package’,
ESM, and ‘Fiscal Pact’.
Only a broad basis of informed citizens can stop these EU-centralist politicians.
This is achieved through public, peaceful, democratic dissent, and by the convincing threat to
vote these politicians out or down.
At present, it is rather easy for the power elites in the German government and opposition to
ignore thoughtful analyses and to participate in the further built up of a centralistic EU with an
undemocratic, monstrous, and expensive bureaucratic machine in Brussels.
To the current supporters belongs the overwhelming majority of politicians of the present
governmental coalition, who are also concerned about prolonging power and who lead the
people to believe in a ‘lack of any alternative’ and ‘responsibility for Europe’.
There is only a small number of EU-federalist politicians, who are openly opposed to a central EU
government and to an EU-centralisation (e.g.: Philip Rösler), or even denounce the economic
nonsense of delay in filing for governmental insolvency (e.g.: Frank Schäffler).
To the current supporters also belongs the overwhelming majority of SPD and Green, who are
mostly concerned about gaining power and furthermore about more EU-centralism.
The despondent, desperate doing nothing must come to an end. Time is running out!
We as Liberals need to take action!

Please, support this call, and
let us think about a joint strategy!
For a Europe as a Federation of Sovereign States

based on the solid foundation of cultural diversity, contractural fidelity and competition,
however not at the price of inflation and new debt by ESM and ECB.
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